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1 IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION INTERLOCUTORY APPLICATION NO 02 OF 2016 IN WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO 127 OF 2015 (UNDER ARTICLE 32 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA)



IN THE MATTER OF:



ALBERT ANTHONY



...PETITIONER



VERSUS



UNION OF INDIA



...RESPONDENT



IN THE MATTER OF: AN APPLICATION FOR IMPLEADMENT AS PETITIONER



ON BEHALF OF: ASHWINI



KUMAR



UPADHYAY



S/O



SH.



SURESH



CHANDRA UPADHYAY, OFFICE AT: 15, NEW LAWYER CHAMBERS, SUPREME COURT OF INDIA, NEW DELHI110001;



RESIDENCE



AT:



G-284,



GOVINDPURAM,



GHAZIABAD-201013. UTTAR PRADESH …APPLICANT



2 To, HON’BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA AND LORDSHIP’S COMPANION JUSTICES OF THE HON’BLE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA HUMBLE APPLICATION OF ABOVE-NAMED APPLICANT THE MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH AS UNDER: 1. That applicant is an Advocate, practicing before this Hon’ble Court and High Court of Delhi and a socialpolitical worker, contributing his best to the development of the socially-economically downtrodden people of the country and ameliorating their condition. Applicant has been worked with social activist Sh. Anna Hazare and actively



participated



in



‘India



Against



Corruption’



movement. Applicant has been Founder Member of Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and presently working as Spokesperson for Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) but filing this application in his personal capacity. Applicant states that the golden goals, as set out in Preamble of the Constitution cannot be achieved without securing fundamental right of equality enshrined under the Article 14 and 15 in consonance with the Right to life guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution. Applicant also states that it is duty of the State to implement Directive Principles of the State Policy, as the principles laid down therein are nevertheless fundamental in the governance of the country.



3 2. That in Report of the National Commission to Review the working



of



the



Constitution,



the



Commission



has



suggested a mechanism for realization of the Directive Principles. In Chapter III Para 35, the Commission states: (i) The State should derive appropriate mechanism for realization of the Directive Principles. The Commission doesn’t propose to recommend a complaints procedure inasmuch as it is more concerned with a procedure which will ensure proper allocation of



resources for the



realization of the right to work, health, food, clothing, housing, education and culture. Domestic bodies in various countries have different composition, membership and powers. (ii) In view of the Commission, there must be a body of high status, which first review the state of the level of implementation of the Directive Principles and Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and in particular (a) right to work, (b) right to health, (c) right to food, clothing and shelter, (d) right to education up to and beyond the 14th year, (e) right to culture. 3. That the said body must estimate extent of resources required in each State under each of the heads and make recommendations for allocation of adequate resources, from time to time. For ensuring that the Directive Principles are realized more effectively, following procedure is suggested: (i) Planning Commission shall ensure that



4 there is a special mention/emphasis in all plans/schemes formulated



by



it,



on



effectuation/realization



of



the



Directive Principles. (ii) Every Ministry/ Department shall make a special annual report indicating the extent of efficiency/realization of the Directive Principle, shortfalls in the targets, reasons for the shortfall, if any, and the remedial measures taken to ensure their full realization during the year under report. (iii) The Report under item (ii) shall be considered and discussed by the Department related to the Parliamentary Standing Committee, which shall submit its report on the working of the Department indicating achievements /failures of Ministry /Department along with the recommendation thereto. (iv) Both the above Reports (ii) and (iii) shall be discussed by the Planning Commission in an interactive seminar with the representatives of the various NGOs, Civil Society Groups, etc. In which representative of the Ministry/Department and the Department related to the Parliamentary Standing Committee would also participate. The report of this interaction shall be submitted to the Parliament within a time bound manner. (v) The Parliament shall discuss the report at (iv) above within a period of three months and pass a resolution about the action required to be taken by the Ministry/Department. The States may adopt a similar mechanism as sated above.



5 4. That if the Preamble is the key to understanding of the Constitution or to open the mind of its makers, the Directive Principles of State Policy as enshrined in Part IV, are its basic ideal. It is here that the Constitution makers poured their mind by setting forth the humanitarian socialist principles, which epitomized the hopes and aspirations of the people and declared them as the fundamental in the governance of the country. They are affirmative instruction from the ultimate sovereign to the State



authorities,



which



are



the



creatures



of



the



Constitution established by them, to secure to all citizens justice – social, economic, and political; liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; equality of status and of opportunity, and to promote among them all fraternity, assuring dignity of the individual and unity and integrity of the nation. 5. That it is duty of all the authorities of State to direct their activities in such a manner so as to secure the high ideals set forth in the Preamble and copiously analyzed and enshrined in Part IV of the Constitution. The Directive Principles of State Policy are an amalgam of diverse subjects embracing the life of the nation and include principles, which are general Statements of social policy, principles of administrative policy, socio economic rights and Statement of the international policy of the country.



6 6. That in Kesavanad Bharati case, the nature and object of Directive Principles was stated as thus: “The Directive Principles of State Policy set forth the humanitarian socialist precepts that was the aims of the Indian social revolution……. Part III and IV essentially form a basic element of the Constitution without which its identity will completely change. A number of provisions in Part III and Part IV are fashioned in United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. … Part III of the Constitution shows that the founding fathers were equally anxious that it should be society where citizen will enjoy the various freedoms and such rights, as are the basic elements of those freedoms without which there can be no dignity of the individual. Our Constitution makers did not contemplate any



disharmony



between



Fundamental



Rights



and



Directive Principles. It can be well said that the Directive Principles prescribed the goal to be attained and the Fundamental Rights laid down the means by which that goal was to be achieved. (per Shelat and Grover, JJ.) The Directive Principles of State Policy and the Fundamental Rights mainly proceed on the basis of human rights. Freedom is nothing else but a chance to be better. It is this liberty to be better that is the theme of the Directive Principles of State Policy of the Constitution. (per Hegde and Mukherjee, JJ.).



7 7. That the Scheme of the Constitution generally discloses that the Principles of social justice are placed above individual considered



rights



and



necessary,



whenever individual



or



wherever,



rights



have



it



is



been



subordinated or cut down to give effect to the Principles of social justice. Social Justice means various concepts, which are evolved in the Directive Principles of the State Policy (per Ray, J.). The object of Directive Principles of the State Policy is to establish a Welfare State where there is economic and social freedom without which political democracy has no meaning. (per Jagmohan Reddy, J.). The significant thing to note about Part IV is that, although its provisions are expressly made unenforceable, that



does



not



affect



its



fundamental



character.



Enforcement by a court is not the real test of law (per Mathew, J.). Fundamental Rights are the ends of the endeavors of the Indian people for which the Directive Principles provided the guidelines. (per Beg, J.). The basic object of conferring freedoms on individuals is the ultimate achievement of the ideals set out in Part IV. Fundamental Rights, which are conferred and guaranteed by Part III of the Constitution undoubtedly constitute the ark of the Constitution and without them; a man’s reach will not exceed his grasp. However, it cannot be over stressed that the Directive Principles of State Policy are



8 fundamental in the governance of the country. What is fundamental in the governance of the country cannot be surely be less significant then what is fundamental in the life of an individual (per Chandrachud, J.). 8. That the Directive Principle of State Policy direct to work for an egalitarian society, where there is no concentration of wealth, where there is plenty, where there is equal opportunity for all, to education, to work, to livelihood, and where there is social justice. [Golak Nath versus State of Punjab, AIR 1967 SC 1643: (1967) 2 SCR 762]. The Directive Principles emphasizes, in amplification of the Preamble, that the goal of the Indian polity is not laissez faire, but a welfare State, where the State has a positive duty to ensure to its citizens social and economic justice and dignity of individual. It would serve as an “Instrument of Instruction” upon all future Governments irrespective of their party creeds. [Bhim Singh versus Union of India, AIR 1981 SC 234: (1981) 1 SCC 166]. Part IV of the Constitution aims to end poverty, ignorance, disease and inequality of opportunity. Though the provisions of Part IV namely Directive Principles are not enforceable by the Courts, the Principles therein laid down are nevertheless fundamental in the governance of the country. It is obligation of the State to apply these Principles in making laws.



9 9. That object of the Article 44 is to introduce a uniform personal law for all the purposes of national consolidation. It proceeds on the assumption that there is no necessary connection between religion and personal law in a civilized society. While the Constitution guarantees freedom of conscience and of religion, it seeks to divest religion from personal law and social relations and from laws governing inheritance, succession and marriage, just as it has been done even in Muslim Countries like Turkey and Egypt. The object is not to encroach upon religious liberties. The Article 25 already reserves such right of the State. 10.



That framing of provision regarding Uniform Civil



Code provides an interesting aside to the sub-committee’s work. In India, in 1947, despite the inroads on Personal Law during the British Period, many Indian lived their lives untouched by Secular Law, whether civil or criminal. The idea of Uniform Civil Code, therefore, struck at the heart of the custom and orthodoxy of Hindu, Muslim and Sikh. During the days when the Principle were to be justiciable, Ld. Minoo Masani moved in a sub-committee meeting that it was the State’s responsibility to establish a Uniform Civil Code in order to get rid of “these watertight compartments” as he called them. Members voted against the recommendations five to four on the ground that it was beyond the Sub Committee’s competence. Yet, two



10 days later, the member approved the inclusion of the provision but only after it had been decided to create a non-justiciable section of the rights, where the class could be put. The reason behind these actions was not, as it might at first appear, the wish to avoid a clash with Hindu orthodoxy, but a sensitivity particularly on Sh. Nehru’s part to fears of the Muslims and the Sikhs. Had the provisions been in the right, it would have been justiciable and per force applicable equally to all communities. In the Principles, action could be taken at the will of Parliament in regard to one community, as happened with the Hindu Code Bill, a few years later. That the sub-committee refused to make the clause justiciable largely due to calm Muslim fears as can be seen in the later written to Sh. Patel as Chairman of Advisory Committee, in late July, 1947 by Ld. Masani and Amrit Kaur and Mrs. Mehta, who had supported Masani’s initiate the previous March. The letter record the earlier rejection of their efforts and went on to say that: “In view of the changes that have taken place since (meaning, certainly Partition) and the keen desire i.e. now felt for a more homogenous and closely knit Indian Nation, we wish the Advisory Committee again to consider the matter when it meets on 28th July. Their efforts were unsuccessful, however, and the clause remained one of the Directive Principles.



11 11.



That the Minorities Sub-Committee, which examined



the Report of the Fundamental Rights of the SubCommittee wanted that its application should be entirely voluntary. Several amendments moved by the Muslim Members had the same purpose in view. They pleaded that all Civil Laws connected with religious beliefs, practices (in particular, the personal laws relating to succession, inheritance, marriage and divorce) should not be touched by the State, and that it would violate the guarantee of freedom of conscience and its practice. These amendments were however, rejected after Dr. Ambedkar, Ld. K.M. Munshi and Sir Alladi put up spirited defence. It was pointed out by them that freedom of conscience and its practice is not affected if a religious practice covered a secular activity, which was the subject of Social Reform or Welfare. The instance of Egypt and Turkey were also highlighted where the reform of Muslim personal law has been carried out. Besides, the Uniform Civil Code was aimed at consolidating the entire community and to make the way of life of the whole country secular and unified and to divorce religion from personal law. Muslim Law, prior to the coming of British to India, covered every field, but subsequently, the British introduced uniformity with respect to all spheres of law (except personal laws) and Muslims had accepted it.



12 12.



That as a refutation of the view that Muslim personal



law was immutable, ancient and uniform throughout the country, it was pointed out that till 1935, the Muslim North Western Frontier Province followed the Hindu Law, the Shariat Act was applied to them only in 1939. Similarly, up to 1934 the Muslims in U.P., C.P. and Bombay were governed by the Hindu Law in matters of succession, the Shariat Act was applied to them only in 1937. In North Malabar, the Marumakkathayam Law was applied both to Hindus and to Muslims. The Khojas and Cutchi Memons followed the Hindu Customs and were highly dissatisfied when Shariat Act was applied to them. 13.



That though Article 44 of the Constitution does not



define the meaning of the expression ‘Civil Code’, its meaning can be found out from its context and other provisions of the Constitution, which are relevant in this behalf. The word ‘Civil’ is used in various senses. In the present context, it refers to what is known by the expression civil law, which means the law (Substantive as well as Procedural) relating to the private rights of citizens in relation to each other and is to be distinguished from public law, such as, International Law or Revenue Law and even Criminal Law, where one of the Parties is the State. Civil Law would relate to various aspects of personal relations, such as, contracts, property, marriage and



13 inheritance and the like, and this was the meaning of expression ‘Civil Code’ as given by one of the Authors of the



Constitution,



Sh.



Aladi



Krishna



Ayer



in



the



Constituent Assembly. This view will be clear if we refer to certain Entries in List-III, i.e. the Concurrent List of Schedule VII of the Constitution, such as 5,6,7,8, 9,10, 12 and 13, which refer to marriage and divorce, adoption, wills and succession, joint family and partition, transfer of property, contracts, actionable wrong, bankruptcy and insolvency, trusts and trustees, evidence, civil procedure. 14.



That Dr. Ambedkar explained in the Constituent



Assembly “In fact, the bulk of these different items of civil law have already been codified during the British Rule and the only major items still remaining for a Uniform Code are marriage and divorce and inheritance, succession (adoption, guardianship).” It is to be noted that the several enactments which have been made by Parliament since Independence in the name of the Hindu Code relating to marriage, succession, adoption and guardianship, relate only to Hindus (including Budhists, Jains and Sikhs) and excludes the Muslims who are the major slice of the minority



communities



in



India



and



who are



more



vociferously objecting to the framing of a common or uniform civil code relating to these matters for all the citizens of India.



14 15.



That “Personal Law” shall mean the law that governs



a persons family matter usually regardless of where the person goes. In consumer law system, personal law refers to the law of the person’s domicile. In civil law system, it refers to law of the individual nationality (and so it is sometimes called lex Patriae). Almost every country in the modern world has not only its own system of municipal law differing materially from those of its neighbors but also its own systems of conflict of laws, while within the territorial limit of a country in the national sense a variety of legal system may operate. Such a situation commonly arise in one of the two ways: either the Country consists of States or provinces each with its own law, as for example, the USA, Canada and the USSR, are in a single country, different systems of law may govern different classes of nationals of the country, e.g. Mohammadan and Hindus in India. In the former case, the law is said to be territorial, applying to all persons normally resident in the State. If the State forms part of a federation, judicial and legislative powers will usually be divided between the two political areas of constituent State and federal nation. The division of authority will be based on Constitutional provisions. In the latter case, in which within a single territorial unit, different systems of law governs different classes of citizens in respect of the same matter such as marriage,



15 divorce, succession. The law (within a limited field) is personal, applying only to persons of a definite class, such persons being governed in many respects by their personal religious law. The personal religious law of oriental countries transcends national or territorial legal frontiers, for, it is based on the identity of law and religion in certain fields, most notably in family law and succession. 16.



That the idea of the personal law is based on the



conception of man as a social being, so that those transactions of his daily life which affect him most closely in a personal sense, such as marriage, divorce, legitimacy, many kinds of capacity and succession may be governed universally by that systems of law most suitable and adequate for the purpose. In accepting domicile as his personal law, however, the English Courts have regarded man more than a social being; true to the common law, tradition of individualism, they have regarded him as an individual, entitled to determine for himself, through the factual elements of domicile the specific legal system which should constitute his personal law. 17.



That in the post-Constitutional era, an attempt has



been made to create an egalitarian society amongst individuals



and



in



order



to



achieve



that



purpose,



education is one of the most important and effective means. After independence, there has been an earnest



16 attempt to bring education out of commercialism or mercantilism. An idea was mooted by the Government to prepare textbooks on a common syllabus in education for all students. It was in this backdrop that in Tamil Nadu, there had been a demand from the public at large to bring about a common education system for all children. Right to Education is now a Fundamental Right under Article 21A inserted by 86th Amendment of the Constitution. Even before the said amendment, this Hon’ble Court treated the right to education as a fundamental right. The Right to Education under Article 21A of the Constitution has to be read in conformity with Article 14 and 15 of the Constitution and there must be no discrimination in the quality of education. Thus, a common syllabus and common curriculum are required. The right of a child should not be restricted only to free and compulsory education; but should be extended to have quality education without any discrimination on the ground of child’s social economic and cultural background. 18.



That a uniform education system would achieve the



code of common culture, removal of disparity and depletion of discriminatory values in human relations. It would enhance virtues and improve the quality of human life,



elevate



the



thoughts,



which



advance



our



Constitutional philosophy of equal society. In future, it



17 may approve to be a basic preparation for the “Uniform Civil Code” as it may help in diminishing opportunities to those who foment fanatic and fissiparous tendencies. 19.



That the object behind the Article 44 is to effect an



integration of India by bringing all communities on the common platform on matters which are at present governed by diverse personal laws but which do not form the essence of any religion e.g. divorce, maintenance for divorced wife. This Hon’ble Court has regretted that Article 44 has so long remained a dead letter and recommended early legislation to implement it. This Hon’ble Court suggested that there should be a Uniform Civil Code. The Court also laid down in another case that the time now has come for a complete reform of the law of marriage and make a uniform law applicable to all people irrespective of religion or caste. The Court, however, declined to give any direction for codification. 20.



That in Khursheed Ahmad Khan Vs. State of U.P.



(2015) 8 SCC 439: AIR 2015 SC 1429, the Court said that contracting a second marriage during the subsistence of first marriage without permission of Government in terms of conduct rules as an offence and the same is not saved by religious faith and religious practice which may run counter to public order, health or morality. Polygamy is not part of religion and monogamy as reform is within the



18 power of State under Article 25 of the Constitution. In that case, the Government servant who contracted the second marriage and the first marriage was subsisting was held as misconduct and was removed from service. 21.



That it is a quite natural to ask why there should be



a common law in relation to personal matters with respect to persons belonging to different religions, which prescribe different personal laws. In Mohd Ahmad Khan Vs. Shah Bano Begum (1985) 2 SCC 556 (Para 32): AIR 1985 SC 945, the Court said: “it is also a matter of regret that Article 44 of our Constitution has remained a dead letter. It provides that ‘The State shall endeavour to secure for the citizens a Uniform Civil Code throughout the territory of India.’ There is no evidence of any official activity for framing a common civil code for the country. A belief seems to have gained that it is for Muslim community to take a lead in the matter of reforms of their personal law. A common civil code will help the cause of national integration by removing desperate loyalties to laws, which have conflicting ideologies. No community is likely to bell the cat by making gratuitous concessions on this issue. It is for the State, which is charged with the duty of securing a uniform civil code for the citizens of this country and unquestionably, it has the legislative competence to do so. A counsel in this case whispered, somewhat audibly, that



19 legislative competence is one thing, the political courage to use that competence is quite another. We understand the difficulties involved in bringing persons of different faiths and persuasion on a common platform. But a beginning has to be made if the Constitution is to have any meaning. Inevitably, role of the reformer has to be assumed by the Courts because; it is beyond the endurance of sensitive minds to allow injustice to be suffered when it is so palpable. But, piecemeal attempts of Courts to bridge the gap between the personal laws cannot take the place of Common Civil Code. Justice to all is for more satisfactory way of dispensing justice than justice from case to case”. 22. laid



That in Shah Bano’s case (supra), this Hon’ble Court down



that



a



Muslim



divorced



women



claim



maintenance under Section 125 of CrPC from her husband who divorced her. This section gives an effective remedy to a destitute woman to claim maintenance. This judgment created uproar among a section of Muslim community who pleaded that the judgment was against Shariat and asked the Government to enact a legislation undoing the effect of the judgment. Union Government unfortunately



yielded



to



this



un-constitutional



and



unreasonable demand and placed on the statute book the Muslim Women (Protection of Right on Divorce) Act, 1986. It also promised that a Uniform Civil Code would be



20 voluntary and not compulsory. Petitioner states that a voluntary Uniform Civil Code is not only a paradox, but also a contradictory in terms. 23.



That the Muslim Women (Protection of Right on



Divorce) Act, 1986 provides for maintenance to a divorced Muslim woman from persons who would be the heirs to her property on her death or from her children or from her parents. If none of them is in existence, then, from the Wakf Board. Thus, the Act deprives Muslim divorced women of the benefit arising out of the Shah Bano’s case. Learned revising author of T. K. Tope’s Constitutional Law of India (Smt. Justice Sujata Manhoar, Retired Judge of Supreme Court of India) has said that the Act is unConstitutional for the five



reasons:



(i)



It makes



discrimination between the divorced women on the ground of religion only; (ii) Article 15 (4) lays down that specific provision may be made for woman and children. It does not permit a special provision for women of a particular faith. Moreover, it is submitted that special provisions must be beneficial to women; (iii) The Preamble clearly States that the Republic of India is constituted to secure to its citizens - (a) social justice, (b) equality of status and or opportunity, (c) to promote among them all fraternity assuring the dignity of the individual. All these provisions are thrown to the winds by the Act; (iv) The Act is violative



21 of Article 14 also. The classification, if at all, it is called a classification of divorced women in India as Muslims and Non-Muslims



divorced



women,



which



is



arbitrary,



irrational and unreasonable; (v) The Act is inconsistent with the Directive contained in the Article 39 (A). 24.



That learned revising author Justice Sujata Manhoar



further says that above-stated argument have become redundant now on accounts of decision of this Hon’ble Court in case of Daniel Latifi Vs. Union of India AIR 2001 SC 3958: (2001) 7 SCC 740. The Court found it difficult to perceive the Muslim law on the responsibility of providing monetary compensation to a divorced woman to parties unconnected with marriage. It interpreted Section 3 of Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act, 1986 in the light of basic human rights and promoting gender and social justice. Hence, it held that reasonable and fair provision under Section 3 must be worked out with reference to the need of the divorced women for life, the means of the husband and the standard of life enjoyed during the subsistence of marriage within a period of three months. In view of the interpretation, the challenge to Constitutionality of the Act did not survive. As a result of the interpretation the right of a Muslim women to a fair alimony is preserved although it is doubtful if this was the original intention of the Act.



22 25.



That in Sarla Mudgal Vs. UOI AIR 1995 SC 1531:



(1995) 3 SCC 635, the issue was that a Hindu husband married under Hindu Law embraced Islam and solemnized second marriage. The question was whether the second marriage without the first marriage having been dissolved, would be valid qua the first wife who continued to be a Hindu. The Court ruled that second marriage of a Hindu husband after his conversion to Islam would be void marriage in terms of Section 494 of IPC. There have been many such cases where Hindus have converted to Islam only to escape consequences of bigamy. It was in this context that the Court pleaded for Common Civil Code “for protection of the oppressed and promotion of national unity and solidarity”. In Daniel Latifi case, the Court discussed the problem of Muslim divorced women and on a liberal interpretation of Section 3 of the Muslim Act, 1986 the Court ruled that a Muslim husband is liable to make provision for the future of the divorced wife even after iddat period. Such piecemeal attempts of the Court to bridge the gap between the Personal Laws cannot take the place of a Common Civil Code. These problems can be eliminated only if there is a law in conformity with the present day social and economic realities. Orthodox Muslim opinion has characterized this ruling as Anti Shariat while liberal opinion accepts ruling as progressive.



23 26.



That this Hon’ble Court has again reiterated its views



on the need to have a Uniform Civil Code in the country. The Court has emphasized in Sarla Mudgal Vs. Union of India that Article 44 is based on the concept that there is no necessary relation between religion and personal law in a civilized society. Article 25 guarantees religious freedom whereas Article 44 seeks to divert religion from social relation and personal law. Marriage, succession and the like matters of a secular character cannot be brought within the guarantee enshrined in Articles 25, 26 and 27. The Hindu Law though as having sacramental origin, has been



secularized.



The



Court



has pointed



out



that



successive Government in India till date have been holy remiss in their duty of implementing the Constitutional mandate under Article 44. Accordingly, the Court has again urged the Government of India to have a fresh look at Article 44 and endeavour to secure for the citizens a Uniform Civil Code throughout the territory of India. The Court has continued to emphasize that the Common Civil Code will help the cause of national integration by removing contradiction based on ideologies. 27.



That Muslim



Personal Law does not recognize



adoption and instead professes “Kafala” system under which the child is placed under a “Kafil” who provides for the well-being of child including financial support and is



24 legally allowed it to take care of the child. Further, the Islamic law does not recognize an adopted child to be on par with biological child and an adopted child is the true dissident of his biological parents and not that of the adoptive



parents.



The



Juvenile



Justice



(Care



and



Protection of Children) Act, 2000 as amended in 2006 (JJ Act of 2000) is an enabling legislation that gives a prospective parent the option of adopting an illegible child by following procedure prescribed by the Juvenile Justice Act and Rules i.e. Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Rules, 2007 and the Central Adoption Resource Agency Guidelines, as notified under JJ Act, 2000. The JJ Act does not mandate any compulsive action by any prospective parent leaving such persons with the liberty of accessing the provisions of the JJ Act if he so desires. Such a person is always free to adopt or choose not to do so and instead follow what he comprehends to be the dictates of the personal law applicable to him. The JJ Act of 2000 is a small step in reaching the goal enshrined by Article 44 of the Constitution. Personal beliefs and faith, though must be honoured cannot dictate the operation of the provisions of an enabling statute. An optional legislation that does not contain an unavailable imperative cannot be stultified by the Principles of Personal Law, which, however, would always continue to govern any



25 person who chooses to so submit himself until such time that the vision of Uniform Civil Code is achieved. The same can only happen by the collective decision of generations to come to sink conflicting faith and beliefs that are still active as on date. 28.



That the Madras High Court in George Christopher



case, (2010) 2 LW 881, while dealing with the application of Christian parent for recognizing their adopted female child as a natural born child, the Court accepted the right of aspiring parents to adopt under the provisions of JJ Act of 2000. The Court held: “The JJ Act for the first time provides for ‘adoption’ as a means to rehabilitation and socially-reintegrate a child. It had empowered the State and Juvenile Justice Board to give a child in adoption. This is the first secular law in India providing for adoption. The provisions in Sections 40 and 41 are not restricted to persons belonging to particular religion alone”. The Court further said: “as can be seen from Preamble of Juvenile Justice Act, 2000, the Act itself was enacted with a view to fulfill International obligation as well as the Constitutional goal envisages in Part IV of the Constitution. Therefore, this Court thought fit to deal with this issue and extenso. Expiring parents, who intend to adopt children without being inhibited by their personal laws, are entitled to adopt a child in terms of the provisions of JJ Act.”



26 29.



That Section 2 of Juvenile Justice Act defined what is



‘adoption’ when the Act was amended in 2006. The definition says, “Adoption means the process through which the adopted child is permanently separated from the biological parents and becomes the child of his adoptive parents with all the rights, privileges and responsibilities that are attached to the relationship”. In that case, All India Muslim Personal Law Board got impleaded and submitted that direction should be given to all Child Welfare Committees to keep in mind and follow the Principles of Islamic law before declaring a Muslim child available for adoption under Section 41(5) of JJ Act, 2000. The Board wanted the “Kafala” system which is recognized by United Nation Conventions of Rights of Child Care contemplated under JJ Act and the adopted child should still be treated as a dissident of their biological parents and not adopted parents. However, the Court did not accept this argument. 30.



That the need for a Uniform Civil Code was again



stressed by the Court in ABC Vs. State of NCT of Delhi, Supreme Court Judgment dated 06.07.2015, upholding the right of unwed mother to apply for sole guardianship over her minor son without prior consent of child’s absentee biological father. The Court has said: “Christian unwed



mothers



in



India



are



disadvantaged



when



27 compared to their Hindu counterparts who are natural guardians of their illegitimate children by virtue of their maternity alone. It would be apposite for us to underscore that our Directive Principles envision the existence of a Uniform Civil Code, but this remains an unaddressed Constitutional expectation.” 31.



That in Jorden Diengdeh Vs. S.S. Chopra, AIR 1985



SC 935: (1985) 3 SCC 62, it was observed: “……..the law relating to judicial separation, divorce and nullity of marriage is far, from Uniform. Surely the time has come for a complete reform of the law of marriage and make a Uniform law applicable to all people irrespective of religion or caste. We suggest that time has come for the intervention of the Legislative in these matters to provide for a Uniform Civil Code of marriage and divorce.” 32.



That one of the main objections against common or



uniform civil code is that it would be a tyranny to minority community. Learned K.M. Munshi, Member of the Drafting Committee



rejected



the



above



arguments



in



the



Constituent Assembly as thus: “A further argument has been advanced that the enactment of a Civil Code would be tyrannical to minorities. Is it tyrannical? Nowhere in advanced Muslim countries, the Personal Law of each minority has been recognized as so sacrosanct as to prevent the enactment of a Common Civil Code. Take for



28 instance Turkey or Egypt. No minority in these countries is permitted to have such rights. When the Sharia Act was passed or when certain laws were passed in the Central Legislature, the Khojas and Cutchi Memons were highly dissatisfied. They then followed certain Hindu Customs for generations since they became converts they had done so. They did not want to confirm to the Sharia and yet by legislation of the Central Legislature where certain Muslim Members who felt that Sharia law should be enforced upon the whole community carried their points. The Khojas and Cutchie Memons most unwillingly had to submit to it. Where were the minorities then? When you want to consolidate a community, you have to take into consideration the benefit, which may accrue, to the whole community and not to the customs of a part of it. It is not, therefore, correct to say that such an Act is tyranny of the majority. If you look at the Countries in Europe which have a common civil code, everyone who has gone their from any part of the world and even minority has to submit the common civil code. It is not felt to be tyrannical to minority. The point, however, is this whether we are going to consolidate and unify our Personal Law in such a way of life of the whole country as may in course of time be unified and secular. We want to divorce religion from Personal Law, from what may be called social



29 relations or from the rights of parties as regards inheritance of succession. What have these things got to do with religion. I really fail to understand……… there is no reason why there should be a Common Civil Code throughout the territory of India……… Religion must be restricted to spheres which legitimately appertain to religion, and the rest of life must be regulated, unified and modified in such a manner that we may evolve as early as possible, a strong and consolidated Nation. Our first problem and the most important problem is to produce National Unity in this country. We think we have got national unity. But there are many factors and important faction - which still offer serious dangers to our national consolidation, and it is very necessary that whole of our life, so far as it is restricted to secular sphere, must be unified in such a way that as early as possible we may be able to say, ‘We are not merely a nation because we say so, but also in effect; by the way we live, by our personal law, we are a strong and consolidated nation.’ From that point of view alone, I submit, the opposition is not, if I may say so, very well advised. I hope our friends will not feel that, this is not an attempt to exercise tyranny over a minority community; it is much more tyrannous to the majority community”. (Constituent Assembly Debates Volume-VII Page 547-548)



30 33.



That Sh. Alladi Krishnaswami Iyer said that a Civil



Code ran into every department of civil relation to the law of succession, to the law of marriage and similar matters; there could no objection to the general Statement that State shall endeavour to secure a Uniform Civil Code. 34.



That Dr. Ambedkar also spoke at some length on the



matter. He pointed out: “We have in this country a Uniform Code of Laws covering almost every aspect of human relationship. We have a uniform and complete Criminal Court………We have the law of transfer of property which deals with property relation and which is operative



throughout



the



country……..



I



can



cite



innumerable enactments, which would prove that the country has practically a Civil Code, uniform in its contents and applicable to the whole of the country.” 35.



That in John Vallamattom Vs. Union of India, AIR



2003 SC 2902: (2003) 6 SCC 611, Justice V. N. Khare, Hon’ble Chief Justice of India (with whom the other two Judges Justice Sinha and Justice Lakshman) agreed and said: “A common civil code will help the cause of national integration by removing all contradictions based on ideologies”. The Court also observed that power of the Parliament to reform and rationalize the personal laws is unquestioned and the command of Article 44 of the Constitution is yet to be realized.



31 36.



That Dr. Tahir Mahmood in his book Muslim Personal



Law (1977 Edition, Pages 200-2002) has made a powerful plea for framing a Uniform Civil Code for all citizens of India. He says: “In pursuance of the goal to secularism, the State must stop administering religion based personal laws.” And made an appeal to Muslim community as thus: “Instead of wasting their energy in exerting theological and political pressure, in order to secure an ‘immunity’ for their traditional personal law, on the State’s Legislative Jurisdiction, the Muslim will do well to begin exploring the demonstrating how the true Islamic laws, purged of their own time-worn and anachronistic interpretations, can enrich the common civil code in India.” Along with this appeal, the Author has made an earnest attempt to trace the history of codification and development of the law in the major countries of the Muslim World. 37.



That in Sarla Mudgal Vs. Union of India, AIR 1995



SC 1531: (1995) 3 SCC 635, while insisting the need for a Common Civil Code, the Court held that the Fundamental Rights relating to religion of members of any community would not be affected thereby. It was held that Personal Law having been permitted to operate under authority of legislation the same can be superseded by a Uniform Civil Code. Article 44 is based on the concept that there is no necessary connection between religion and personal law in



32 a civilized Society. Article 25 guarantees religious freedom where Article 44 seeks to divest religion from social relation and personal law. Marriage, succession and like matter of a secular character cannot be brought within the guarantee enshrined under Article 25, 26 and 27. Hon’ble Judges also “requested” the Prime Minister of India to have a fresh look at Article 44 and “endeavour to secure for the citizens a Uniform Civil Code throughout the territory of India” and wanted the Court to be informed about the steps taken. But in Lily Thomas Vs. Union of India, the Court clarified the remarks made in Sarla Mudgal case only as an opinion of the Judge and declared that no direction have been issued for any legislation. At the same time, the Court did not express any dissenting view of the need for a common civil code. It only held that to have a legislation or not is a policy decision and the Court cannot give any direction. 38.



That the answer to this is that diversity in such



personal matters along with religious differentiation, leads to sentimental tension between different communities as has been learnt by bitter experience from the history leading to the partition of India and also by a subsequent events till today. It can never be forgotten that the policy of British imperialism was to ‘divide and rule’ India and for that purpose they would at times fan anything which



33 might make the cleavage between the two major principal communities of India i.e. Hindus and Muslims, wider and wider. The British rulers, thus, lost no opportunity in inserting even newer wages like the communal award, which planted separate representation in the Legislature according to religion; and eventuality led to the lamentable partition of India, which truncated the motherland and involved so much of bloodshed and inhuman outrages. 39.



That the ideological concept, which led to the



partition of India, was the assertion of the Muslims that they constitute a ‘Nation’ separate from the Hindus. Even though Hindu Leader did not admit of this two-nation theory, the partition is an accomplished fact and cannot be wiped off. The framers of the Constitution had in their mind the fresh experience of atrocities, which were committed at the time of the partition. When the Muslims were given the options to go away to the new Dominion founded on the two-nation theory, it was quite natural for the leaders of divided India to aspire for the unity of the one nation, namely, the Indian, - so that history might not repeated itself. 40.



That with this object of the view the expression ‘Unity



of the Nation’ was inserted in the very Preamble of the Constitution of free India. By the 1976 amendment, this has been elaborated by the substitution of the expression



34 ‘Unity



and



Integrity



of



the



Nation’.



Article



51A



(Fundamental Duties), which has been introduced by the same amendment, provides that the duties of every citizen of India includes – (a) to abide by the Constitution and respect its ideals and institutions; (b) to cherish and follow the noble ideals which inspired our national struggle for freedom; (c) to uphold and protect the Unity and integrity of India; (e) to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all the people of India, transcending religious, linguistic and regional or sectional diversities, to renounce parties derogatory of dignity of women. 41.



That the Constitution makers wanted to establish a



‘Secular State’ and with that purpose they codified Article 25(1), which guaranteed freedom of religion, freedom of conscience and freedom to profess, practice and propagate religion, to all persons in India. But at the same time they sought to distinguish between the essence of a religion and other secular activities which might be associated with religious practice but yet did not form a part of the core of the religion, and with this end in view they inserted Clause 2(a) as follows: “Nothing in this Article shall affect the operation of any existing law or prevent the State from making any law regulating or restricting any economic, financial, political or other secular activities which may be associated with religious practices.”



35 42.



That it is quite evident that once it is held that there



are certain matters relating to civil laws, which do not form part of the essence of religion but is only a secular activity, practice or usages connected or associated with religion, the Legislature in free India is competent to make common civil code relating to such secular activities, by way of implementing the Article 44 in spirit of Article 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution. 43.



That it is relevant to point out that anybody who now



raises an objection to the implementation of the Article 44 becomes guilty of violation of the Preamble, Article 44 as well



as



Article



51A



of



the



Constitution.



And



any



Government, which yields to such demands, even after 66 years of the adoption of the Constitution, would be not only liable to the charge of throwing the Constitution to the winds, but also of being a party to the violation of Article 44 and Article 51A specifically, and also of the guarantee of non-discrimination on the ground of religion of Article 15 of the Constitution. 44.



That to explain it may be record that Clause (e) of



Article 51A enjoins every citizen to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of woman. It needs little arguments to point out that indiscriminate polygamy by a man marrying up to four wives (and the scriptures say that even if he marries a fifth one that marriage will not be



36 void, but merely irregular) or the practice of divorcing a lawfully wedded wife by the utterance of a word (Talaq) thrice within the span of three seconds; or the refusal to maintain a divorced wife after a limited period of time after divorce (three months - iddat) are all practices derogatory to the dignity a woman, according to modern notions and in the face of assuring dignity of every individual in the Preamble of our Constitution. Therefore, any member of the Muslim community, who resorts to such practices, who himself or urges that such practices should be immuned from Legislation or that Article 44 itself must be wiped off or restricted to persons other than Muslims, is violating



Article



51A.



Whether



that



provision



is



unenforceable in the Courts of law are not is a different question; but in other countries such a person would have lost his citizenship if not something more. 45.



That it is specifically mentioned in the Constitution of



China that “Citizens must abide by the Constitution”. The Constitution of the USSR goes further in amplifying the co-relation between the Fundamental Rights and the Fundamental Duties in Article 59 as thus: “Citizens exercises of their rights and freedoms is inseparable from the performance of their duties and obligations. Citizens of the USSR are obliged to observe the Constitution of USSR in letter and spirit………”



37 46.



That it is necessary to examine the grounds upon



which the Muslim opposes the implementation of Article 44 after more than six decades of the commencement of the Constitution. The most radical argument is that Article 44 should not be implemented because it is opposed to Shariat. Petitioner sates that the only way to change the Constitution is to resort of special procedure prescribed for amendment of the Constitution in Article 368(2) of the Constitution itself, which requires a special majority in Parliament. If the Muslims can persuade the Parliament after getting the support of the special majority, it is only then their desideratum can be fulfilled and not by sheer force or by getting the support of forces outside India. On this point, it is pertinent to quote former Chief Justice of India Justice Chagla (As Lordship himself was a Muslim) Article 1973, ‘Plea for Uniform Civil Code’ – “Article 44 is a mandatory provision binding the Government and it is incumbent upon it is to give effect to this provision……. The Constitution was enacted for the whole country, it is binding for the whole country, and every section and community must accept its provisions and its Directives” 47.



That another argument is that Article 44 stands in



the way of maintaining Muslim identity. Petitioner sates that so far as the plea of Muslim identity is concerned it is nothing but a relic of the Two Nation Theory which was



38 asserted by the Muslim Political Leader to carve out a separate State for the Muslims, on the basis of their religion. On the other hand, the Nationalist Indian Leaders all along urged that there was only one Nation, viz. Indian; and after the Communalist Muslims went away on the partition. There was nothing to stand in the way of proclaiming in the very Preamble of the Constitution of independent India that the goal of India was One Nation united by the bond of fraternity. There should not be any apprehension of losing their identity when the same Constitution guarantees to the minority the maintenance of the institution essential to their religion, language and culture, in Articles 26, 29, 30. After the partition of India, the Muslims who preferred to remain in divided India instead of moving to Pakistan, knew very well what they could get from the ‘secular’ Government of India. There was no covenant with them that they would be allowed to demand more and more to serve their communal interest. To cry for more, after six decades is nothing but a resurrection of the slogan “Islam in Danger” which led to the partition of India. 48.



That it is next contended that even though a



Common Civil Code was desirable, it could not be brought about until the Muslim themselves came forward to adopt it. Petitioner sates that it is only a diluted form of the plea



39 for abolition of Article 44 altogether, because the Article may virtually be effaced if the Muslims never come forward with their consent. None of the Directives in Part IV of the Constitution lay down that they can be implemented



only



if



its



opponent



consents.



The



Constitution was adopted after due deliberation as to its provisions being beneficial or conductive to the entrust of the people of India, by a Constituent Assembly having Muslim representatives. There are some people who are still opposed to any of these provisions doesn’t require obtaining their consent afresh. Illiterate and ignorant parents do not desire that their children should go to school instead of helping them in agriculture, or earning money in factories. Should the implementation of Article 45



wait



till



these



people



give



their



consent?



The



controversy arising from the Shah Bano decision of this Hon’ble Court clearly exposed that it is only a section of the Muslim community, viz., the Sunnis, who would not accept it. Is there any precedent in any country, where the caprices of such a fraction of the population having allowed to stand in the way of the unity and progress of the



entire



nation



and



the



implementation



of



the



fundamental law of the country, adopted by a solemn Constituent Assembly? Article 44 of the Constitution is addressed to the State and is a mandatory provision. In



40 the words of this Hon’ble Court: “A belief seems to have gained ground that it is for the Muslims community to take a lead in the matter of reforms of their personnel law…….But it is the State which is charged the duty of securing a Uniform Civil Code for the citizens of the country. This duty has been imposed on the State with the object of achieving national integration by removing disparate



loyalties



to



laws



which



have



conflicting



ideologies.” The question arises – why then has the Government of India failed to discharge this Constitutional mandate for more than six decades? The Answer to that question too has been pithily answered by this Hon’ble Court, namely, lack of political courage – which many other responsible persons have amplified as the fear of losing Muslim votes at the next election. 49.



That the State has not only failed to implement a



Directive – in the opinion of Dr. Tahir Mahmood, it has violated the norm of the much-vaunted “secularism” (which is embodied in the Preamble of the Constitution itself): “In pursuance of the goal of secularism, the State must stop administering religion based personal laws.” It is curious that the Government of India has not yet protested against the decision of the Indian Muslim Personal Law Board to setup parallel Courts in many localities to decide the cases under Shariat, with exclusive



41 and compulsory jurisdiction,- even though the setting up of such a parallel judiciary to decide cases under Muslim Personal Law will not only sound a death knell to Article 44 but also to the provisions in the Constitution providing for one system of judiciary for the entire territory of India and all its people, it is a retrograde step cutting at the roots of the Constitution of the Indian republic. 50.



That it is also urged that the Shariat or Muslims



Personal Law is immutable being founded on the Koran which is ordained by the God. Petitioner states that apart from the historical fact that this issue has been concluded by the partition of India and the adoption of the Constitution



of



India,



it



has



been



belied



by



the



multifarious changes by way of reform in all the Muslim State e.g. Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Pakistan, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey – where no question of Hindu dominance never arose. It is pertinent to State the Report of the Commission on Marriage and Family Laws, which was appointed by the Government of Pakistan in 1955, and which should have demolished, once for all, the plea that the Shariat is immutable. In words of Allama Iqbal, “The question which is likely to confront Muslim Countries in the near future, is whether the Law of Islam is capable of evolution – a question which will require great intellectual effort, and is sure to be answered in the affirmative.”



42 51.



That one more logic is given that even if a common



civil code is formulated, it should be optional for the Muslims to adopt its provisions. Petitioner states that it is only a diluted version of the forgoing pleas, viz. that the Shariat is immutable; that no Code can be imposed on the Muslims without their consent. It is unmeaning to drawup a Uniform Civil Code as enjoined by Article 44 if it is not binding on every person within the territory of India. 52.



That Polygamy is totally prohibited in Tunisia and



Turkey. In countries like Indonesia, Iraq, Somalia, Syria, Pakistan and Bangladesh, it is permissible only if authorized by the State or other prescribed authority. 53.



That unilateral Talaq (Talaq-ul-biddat) has been



abolished



by



legislation



in



Egypt,



Jordan,



Sudan,



Indonesia, Tunisia, Syria and Iraq etc. In Pakistan and Bangladesh, any form of extra judicial Talaq shall not be valid unless confirmed by an Arbitration Council. In India, however, the traditional form of Talaq by the husband is continuing. The Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act 1939 provided Muslim women to obtain dissolution in certain cases, which right they do not have under the Shariat. Under this Act, Marriage of another wife would be treated as an act of ‘cruelty’ to bar a husband’s suit for restitution of conjugal rights. This Indian Act of 1939 has been adopted in Pakistan and Bangladesh, with amendments.



43 54.



That on the question of reforming the Shariat by



legislation, the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Act of 1939, which has been conceded by Muslims in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh are illuminating: “There is no provision in the Hanafi Code of Muslim Law enabling a married Muslim Women to obtain a decree from the Court dissolving her marriage in case a husband neglects to maintain her, makes her life miserable by deserting or persistently maltreating her or absconds leaving her unprovided for and under other circumstances. The absence of such a provision has entailed unspeakable misery to innumerable Muslim women in British India.” 55.



That by enacting the dissolution of Muslim Marriage



Act 1939, therefore, the British Government allowed a Muslim wife to obtain a decree for dissolution of her marriage on any of the aforesaid ground specified in the statute, even though these grounds did not exist in the Muslim Personal Law. 56.



That as regards Talaq-Ul-Biddat, the history is



intriguing. (a) It has no sanction in the Koran and the Shiahs don’t recognize its validity. Under Shiah Law, divorce by the husband may be valid only if the husband pronounces an Arabic formula in the presence of two witnesses.



(b) Even though contrary to the Shariat, the



Hanafis (that is Sunnis) follow this form of Talaq as an



44 ‘irregular’ form founded on practice introduced by the Ommayede monarchs in the second century of the Mohammedan era. During the British regime, many High Courts condemned it as contrary to Shariat and yet upheld its validity on the ground of practice. 57.



That under the Constitution, controversy continued



and various Muslim scholars expressed their opinion against it. The Government, however, remained inactive in order to appease the sentiments of one section of the Muslim population, viz., the Sunnis. Of late, however, on May 21, 1993, the Jamiat Ahle Hadith, the highest authority of Shariat has come out with the conclusion that Talaqul-ul-biddat is contrary to Shariat. If Government is serious to bring about a Code, it should now come forward on support of the aforesaid authoritative pronouncement instead of being beguiled by Statement issued by few fundamentalists led by Personal Law Board, which is a NGO, registered under the Society registration Act. 58.



That Shariat is controlled by legislation in Pakistan



and Bangladesh. In India, a uniform law of maintenance was adopted by Section 488 of the CrPC, which extended to Muslims also. When Section 125 of the CrPC extended to divorced women, Muslims contended that it should not be applied to them as it was contrary to Shariat and this contention was turned down by this Hon’ble Court.



45 59.



That the argument that according to Muslim Personal



Law, husband’s liability to provide for the maintenance of his divorced wife is limited to the period of iddat, despite the fact that she is unable to maintain herself was rejected by this Hon’ble Court. It was held that Section 125 of CrPC overrides the Personal Law, if there is conflict between the two. To overcome this decision, Parliament enacted Muslim (Protection of Rights of Divorce) Act 1986. 60.



That in spite of legislation, this Hon’ble Court has



held that the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights and Divorce) Act 1986 actually and in reality codifies what has been Stated in Shah Bano’s Case. It was held that as regards Personal Law of Muslims to divorced Muslim Women’s right, the starting point should be Shah Bano’s Case, and not the original texts or any other material – all the more so when varying versions as to the authenticity of the source or shown to exist. It was held that the law declared in Shah Bano’s Case, was after considering “The Holy Quran” and other Commentaries and texts. It was observed that the rationale behind Section 125 of CrPC to make provisions for maintenance to be paid to a divorced Muslim wife is clearly to avoid vagrancy or destitution on the part of a Muslim women. Article 21 of the Constitution was also taken into consideration. [Denial Latifi versus UOI (2001) 7 SCC 740: AIR 2001 SC 3958]



46 61.



That this Hon’ble Court interpreted that under



Section 3 of the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights and Divorce) Act 1986, a Muslim husband is liable to make “provision” for the future of a divorced wife even after the iddat period. [Sabra Shamim versus Maqsood Ansari (2004) 9 SCC 606] Justice Khalid of Kerala High Court (as his Lordship then was) reminded the plight of Muslim women and wanted the law to be amended to alleviate their sufferings. The above two decisions were approved by this Hon’ble Court in Shamim Ara versus State of UP [(2002) 7 SCC 518]. In regard to tribal women, the Court recognized the laws as patriarchal and declined to give a general direction regarding customs and other inheritance laws which discriminated women. The Court protected the rights of women by suspending the exclusive rights of male succession till the women chose other means of livelihood. This enactment cannot, therefore, be cited in support of the contention that Muslim Personal Law is immutable and cannot be subjected to legislation. In this context, we may recall the concession made by Mr. Nasiruddin in the Constituent Assembly, that certain aspects of the Civil Procedure Code, 1908, have interfered with our Personal Law and very rightly so and also that marriage and inheritance are similar practices associated with religion. [Constituent Assembly Debate Vol-VII, P542]



47 62.



That in Dalmia Cement (Bharat) Ltd versus UOI



(1996) 10 SCC 104: (1996) 4 JT (SC) 555, this Hon’ble Court observed as thus: “The Core of commitment of the Constitution to the social revolution through rule of law lies in effectuation of the Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of State Policy as supplementary and complementary to each other. The Preamble to the Constitution, Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles are trinity and the Conscience of the Constitution”. 63.



That applicant is equally interested in the result of



above stated petition. Therefore, implore that this Hon’ble Court may implead it as one of the petitioner and allow it to urge its case before this Hon’ble Court. 64.



That it is in the interest of justice that the applicant



is impleaded as petitioner in the above-stated petition. PRAYER It is, therefore, most respectfully prayed that this Hon’ble Court may be pleased to implead the applicant Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay s/o Sh. Suresh Chandra Upadhyay, Office: 15, New Lawyer Chambers, Supreme Court, New Delhi; Residence: G-284, Govindpuram, Ghaziabad, as Petitioner in above stated petition, in larger public interest and in the interest of justice. 21.11.2016 New Delhi



Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay (Applicant-in-Person)



48 IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION INTERLOCUTORY APPLICATION NO … OF 2016 IN WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO 127 OF 2015 (UNDER ARTICLE 32 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA) IN THE MATTER OF: ALBERT ANTHONY



...PETITIONER VERSUS



UNION OF INDIA



...RESPONDENT With I.A. No…..of 2016 AFFIDAVIT



I, Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay S/o Sh. Suresh Chandra Upadhyay, Supreme



Office Court,



at: New



15,



New



Delhi,



Lawyers



Residence



Chambers, at:



G-284,



Govindpuram, Ghaziabad-201013, at present at New Delhi, do hereby solemnly affirm and declare as under: 1. That I am applicant-in-person in above-mentioned matter and well acquainted with the facts and circumstances of the case and as such competent to swear this affidavit. 2. That I have read and understood the contents of accompanying application paras (1-64) pages (1-47), total pages (1-52) with I.A. for appear & argue in person, which are true and correct to my personal knowledge and belief.



49 3. That there is no personal gain, private motive or oblique reasons in filing this application. This application is totally bona-fide and with the sole purpose of larger public interest and in the interest of justice. 4. That the annexure filed along with this application are true copies of their respective originals. 5. That the averments made in this affidavit are true and correct to my personal knowledge and belief. No part of this affidavit is false nor has anything material been concealed there from.



DEPONENT (Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay) VERIFICATION I, the Deponent do hereby verify that the contents of above affidavit are true and correct to my personal knowledge and belief. No part of it is false nor has anything material been concealed there from. I solemnly affirm today i.e. Monday, the 21st day of November 2016 at New Delhi.



DEPONENT (Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay)



50 IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION INTERLOCUTORY APPLICATION NO … OF 2016 IN WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO 127 OF 2015 (UNDER ARTICLE 32 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA) IN THE MATTER OF: ALBERT ANTHONY



...PETITIONER VERSUS



UNION OF INDIA



...RESPONDENT



APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAR AND ARGUE AS PETITIONER-IN-PERSON To, HON’BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA AND LORDSHIP’S COMPANION JUSTICES OF THE HON’BLE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA HUMBLE APPLICATION OF ABOVE-NAMED APPLICANT THE MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH AS UNDER: 1. That the present application is not guided by self-gain or for gain of any other individual person, institution or body. There is no motive other than of larger public interest in filing this application. Applicant has no personal interests or individual gain, private motive or oblique reasons in filing this application. It is totally bona-fide with the sole purpose of larger public interest and in interest of justice.



51 2. That Applicant is well conversant with the facts and circumstances of the case and competent to submit the submissions as Petitioner-in-Person. 3. That applicant is a practicing Advocate before this Hon’ble Court and High Court and wants to appear and argue this matter as Petitioner-in-Person before this Hon’ble Court. Applicant would be highly obliged if this Hon’ble Court appoints an amicus to assist the Court in this matter. 4. That in view of the above facts and circumstances, it is the most respectfully submitted that applicant be allowed to appear and argue the matter as Petitioner-in-Person. PRAYER It is, therefore, the most respectfully prayed that this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to: a) allow the applicant to appear and argue as Petitioner-inPerson before this Hon’ble Court in the above matter; and b) pass such further order/orders as this Hon’ble Court may deem fit in the facts and circumstances of the case and in larger public interest and in the interest of justice.



21.11.2016 New Delhi



Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay (Applicant-in-Person) Advocate En. No-D/1119/12 15, New Lawyers Chambers Supreme Court, New Delhi-01 G284,Govindpuram,Ghaziabad #08800278866, 9911966667



52 IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION INTERLOCUTORY APPLICATION NO … OF 2016 IN WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO 127 OF 2015 (UNDER ARTICLE 32 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA) IN THE MATTER OF: ALBERT ANTHONY ...PETITIONER VERSUS UNION OF INDIA ...RESPONDENT



LETTER FOR URGENT LISTING To, The Registrar Supreme Court of India New Delhi-110001 Sir, I have already provided the copies of above stated application to the Respondent - Union of India. I will provide copies of the application to Petitioners and others during the hearing or as per direction of the Hon’ble Court. Pl treat the accompanying application as urgent one and take appropriate steps to list this interlocutory application with the above-stated petition expeditiously. Thanks and Regards.



21.11.2016 New Delhi



Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay (Applicant-in-Person) Advocate En. No-D/1119/12 15, New Lawyers Chambers Supreme Court, New Delhi-01 G284,Govindpuram,Ghaziabad #08800278866, 9911966667



53 IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION INTERLOCUTORY APPLICATION NO … OF 2016 IN WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO 127 OF 2015 (UNDER ARTICLE 32 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA) IN THE MATTER OF: ALBERT ANTHONY



...PETITIONER VERSUS



UNION OF INDIA



...RESPONDENT With I.A. NO … OF 2016



(APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAR & ARGUE IN PERSON)



APPLICATION FOR IMPLEADMENT AS PETITIONER



PAPER BOOK [FOR INDEX KINDLY SEE INSIDE]



21.11.2016 New Delhi



Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay (Applicant-in-Person) Advocate En. No-D/1119/12 15, New Lawyers Chambers Supreme Court, New Delhi-01 G284,Govindpuram,Ghaziabad #08800278866, 9911966667
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